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Ethical Veganism and Free Riding
Jacob Barrett and Sarah Raskoff
Abstract: The animal agriculture industry causes animals a tremendous amount of pain and
suffering. Many ethical vegans argue that we therefore have an obligation to abstain from
animal products in order to reduce this suffering. But this argument faces a challenge: thanks
to the size and structure of the animal agriculture industry, any individual’s dietary choices are
overwhelmingly unlikely to make a difference. In this paper, we criticize common replies to
this challenge and develop an alternative argument for ethical veganism. Specifically, we argue
that individuals should abstain from animal products because vegans, as a group, successfully
reduce animal suffering, and individuals are obligated to participate in rather than free ride on
this collective endeavor. Or, at the very least, individuals have strong reasons to purchase fewer
inhumanely-raised animal products—even if they are not obligated to go vegan per se.

1. Introduction
The creation of animal products on factory farms causes animals a tremendous amount of
pain and suffering. Learning about the severity and extent of this suffering often leads people
to change their dietary choices or at least to feel some moral pressure to do so. Many therefore
seem implicitly to accept that when deciding what to purchase and eat, animal suffering makes
a significant moral difference. Moral philosophers often make this thought explicit, attempting
to ground an obligation to go vegan in the horrifying consequences of factory farming.
It turns out, however, to be surprisingly difficult to explain how animal suffering
generates any reasons to alter our dietary choices, much less an obligation to go vegan. The
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standard argument is that we should go vegan to reduce animal suffering.1 But this argument
faces a challenge: thanks to the size and structure of the animal agriculture industry, any
individual’s consumption decisions are overwhelmingly unlikely to make a difference. Producing
animal products may be harmful and wrong, but the effect of any individual’s consumption
decisions are insignificant. Going vegan, in other words, is causally inefficacious.2 The
reduction of animal suffering cannot ground an obligation to go vegan.
The causal inefficacy objection poses a serious challenge to ethical veganism: the view
that we have a moral obligation to refrain from purchasing and consuming animal products.
Ethical vegans have carefully outlined the conditions of animals on factory farms, the suffering
they experience, and the moral significance of reducing this suffering. But the causal inefficacy
objection threatens to cut off the rationale for ethical veganism from animal suffering
altogether, rendering irrelevant ethical vegans’ persuasive arguments on these points. And, in
this paper, we argue that common replies to the causal inefficacy objection are unsatisfactory.
Attempts to show that individual vegans are indeed causally efficacious are unsuccessful or at
best inconclusive. And arguments that appeal to factors like complicity not only face
substantive difficulties, but also fail to accommodate the moral significance of reducing animal
suffering. A stronger argument for ethical veganism would acknowledge that the case for going
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vegan would be weaker if vegans as a group made no difference to reducing animal suffering
either. It would tie our obligation to go vegan to the fact that vegans collectively reduce animal
suffering, even if no individual vegan makes a difference.
Specifically, we believe that the best response to the causal inefficacy objection relies
on the wrongness of free riding. The basic idea is this. As a group, individuals who abstain
from animal products create a morally important good: a large reduction in animal suffering.
If one recognizes this much yet consumes animal products, one is free riding on vegans. One
is recognizing the value of their goal, recognizing that the group makes a significant difference
to achieving it, and yet making an exception of oneself by free riding on rather than
participating in its production. This is wrong because free riding is wrong. And it remains
wrong even for those who do not recognize the value of this goal because morality does not
let one off the hook so easily: one cannot escape an obligation to go vegan simply by not
caring about animal suffering. We are not only obligated to produce morally important goods
through our own actions, but are also obligated to participate in rather than free ride on their
collective production. The latter obligation explains why we should go vegan.
We begin by sketching the standard argument for ethical veganism. We then explain
the causal inefficacy objection and why we find existing rejoinders inadequate. From here, we
develop our anti-free riding argument and consider several objections that lead us to qualify
but not abandon our conclusion. The upshot is that even if one settles several controversial
issues in ways that make trouble for our argument, there at the very least remain strong reasons
for most people to purchase significantly fewer inhumanely raised animal products.
To be clear, our goal is only to examine the connection between animal suffering and
our reasons to go vegan or otherwise change our behavior. Parallel considerations apply to
other negative consequences of animal agriculture. But nothing we say here bears on the
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plausibility of grounding reasons to go vegan in something other than the consequences of
animal agriculture, for example, in the idea that eating animals is disrespectful.

2. The Standard Argument
There is overwhelming evidence that factory farming causes animals immense suffering.
Animals are kept in horrifying conditions, have their bodies mutilated without anesthetic, are
transported in overcrowded trucks in which they crush one another, and are slaughtered, often
painfully and in a state of extreme fear. All this is well-documented elsewhere; we spare readers
the gruesome details.3 But it is worth noting the scale. In the US alone, about nine billion
chickens, 120 million pigs, and thirty million cows are slaughtered each year. Of these, 98.2
percent of chickens raised for eggs, 99.9 percent of chickens raised for meat, 98.3 percent of
pigs, and 70.4 percent of cows are raised on factory farms.4 The severity and scale of suffering
on factory farms is staggering.
Pointing to this suffering is the first step in the standard argument for ethical veganism.
The second step is to claim that this suffering massively outweighs any compensating benefits
of factory farming, such as the pleasure of eating meat or associated cultural experiences.5 This
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step, too, is familiar, but in brief, those who deny it face two challenges. First, it is notoriously
difficult to find grounds for believing that animals’ interests matter less than humans’ interests
that don’t implausibly commit us to thinking that some humans’ interests matter less than
others’.6 Second, even if humans’ interests matter more, it is implausible that they matter so
much more that the value we derive from animal products outweighs the extent of animal
suffering. Perhaps if humans suffered to the same extent that animals do, this would be even
more abhorrent. But that is not the relevant comparison. The extent of animal suffering
remains abhorrent, and extremely morally bad, even after factoring in any countervailing
benefits.7
We believe that the first two steps of the standard argument are successful and assume
as much here. Our focus is on the final step, which attempts to derive an obligation to go
vegan or otherwise change our dietary behavior from the moral horrors of factory farming.
To keep things simple, we focus on veganism for now and take up relevant differences later.
According to this final step, the connection between veganism and animal suffering is
straightforward. Factory farms operate to meet consumer demand for animal products. Going
vegan is an effective and relatively low-cost way to reduce demand and so to reduce animal
suffering. And, since we are obligated to reduce suffering when we can do so at relatively low
cost, we are therefore obligated to go vegan.
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3. The Causal Inefficacy Objection
Unfortunately, the standard argument is too simple. The trouble is that the animal agriculture
industry’s size and structure appears to render it insensitive to individual consumption
decisions. For example, recall that nine billion chickens are slaughtered a year in the US,
working out to over twenty-four million chickens a day. This suggests that if you are at a
restaurant deciding between chicken or tofu, your choice will not harm any chickens. The
chickens in the restaurant are already dead. And going forward, it is not like ordering tofu
sends a signal directly to a factory farmer who says, “Oh! I better produce one less chicken
next month!” Instead, the restaurant purchases chickens in bulk, from a distributor who
purchases in bulk, from a processor who purchases in bulk, and so on, all the way back to a
factory farm. At no point in this supply chain are decisions fine-grained enough to reflect
individual choices—again, in the US, twenty-four million chickens are slaughtered a day. Rather,
reductions in demand only trigger reductions in supply when a series of thresholds are met:
enough consumers must refrain from purchasing chickens from enough restaurants and stores
that enough restaurants and stores reduce their orders from enough distributors, and so on,
that enough processors reduce their order from factory farms that they produce less animals.
And one choice to order tofu is, unfortunately, not going to trigger all these thresholds. This
is the causal inefficacy objection to ethical veganism.
This objection is powerful. The standard argument says that we should go vegan
because this will reduce animal suffering, and the cost of doing so is relatively small. But the
causal inefficacy objection suggests that going vegan has no such benefit, and so is not worth
even a small cost. This appears to let omnivores off the hook: they can maintain that factory
farming is awful, curse their causal inefficacy, and eat animal products with a clean conscience.
Animals should not suffer, but abstaining from animal products does not reduce this suffering.
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So why should someone have to suffer through tofu when they so much prefer chicken?
Some ethical vegans are unconvinced. They argue that even though no individual
decision is likely to make a difference, there must be some number of dietary choices that is
large enough to do so—that is, to trigger the aforementioned series of thresholds. For
example, even though no choice to abstain from a whole chicken dinner is likely to save a
chicken, perhaps every 100,000 fewer chickens sold will result in 100,000 fewer chickens being
produced. In that case, since you have no idea how far you are from triggering the relevant
thresholds, you should assign a probability of 1/100,000 to your abstention from chicken
triggering the thresholds and saving 100,000 chickens. And, according to expected value
theory, saving 100,000 chickens with a 1/100,000 probability is exactly as good as saving one
chicken with certainty. Thus, the causal inefficacy objection appears defused. Refraining from
chicken is extremely unlikely to save any animals—but when it does, it saves a huge number
of them. And this is enough to render one’s choice efficacious.8
This expected value argument may seem to seal the deal for ethical veganism. But,
again, things are not so simple. There are two basic worries—one calling into question the
collective impact of large groups of vegans, another the impact of individual vegans.9 The first
worry is that even if 100,000 decisions to refrain from chicken would reduce the number of
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chickens on factory farms, they are unlikely to reduce this by 100,000. Instead, they will cause
the price of chicken to drop, which will cause some who would not have otherwise bought
chicken to do so—at least insofar as farmers are willing to produce chickens at the lower price.
Some proponents of the causal inefficacy objection suggest, on the basis of anecdotal
evidence, that such “inelasticities” massively decrease the collective efficacy of vegans.10
However, the food economists Norwood and Lusk estimate that its effect is slight: in the US,
for a sufficiently large number N, if N choices are made not to buy a chicken, 0.76N less
chickens will be produced.11 If this is roughly correct, then inelasticities cannot plausibly
undermine the obligation to go vegan, since the expected benefit of saving roughly 0.76
chickens from suffering is still very significant relative to the associated cost. So the standard
argument for ethical veganism withstands the worry that large groups of vegans are causally
inefficacious. At least over the long run, the animal agriculture industry is sensitive to macrolevel market trends—for example, to large numbers of individuals refraining from chicken.12
This brings us to the individual impact worry. Even if N decisions to refrain from
chicken would trigger a series of thresholds that saves 0.76N chickens, it does not follow that
a single decision to abstain has a 1/N probability of doing so: the “expected impact” of one
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decision need not equal the “average impact” of N decisions. The animal agriculture industry
involves a long supply chain from the farm to the table. At each link in this chain there is
considerable “slack”—a margin for error or tolerance for waste. Thanks to slack, one decision
to abstain from chicken may have much less than 1/N the expected impact of N decisions,
and so much less expected value than saving 0.76 chickens.13 Consider a stylized case.
Suppose a grocery store decides how many chickens to order each month based on its
sales the previous month. It orders chickens in quantities of 500, and typically sells about 9,750
chickens a month. So, for some time, it has been ordering 10,000 chickens a month. The store
is willing to tolerate some waste and so will only reduce its order from 10,000 to 9,500 if it
sells fewer than 9,500 the previous month. In this case, reducing chickens purchased by the
restaurant by 500 is guaranteed to result in the store purchasing 500 fewer chickens. But what
is the probability a single decision to refrain from chicken makes this difference? Is it 1/500,
as proponents of the expected value argument assume?
Well, that depends. The probability your decision makes a difference would be 1/500
if your choice had an equal probability of reducing monthly demand to 9,499 as it did of
reducing demand to any other level. But this need not be so. For example, suppose you know
trends will hold up: the store will always sell between 9,600 and 9,900 chickens a month. Then,
the probability you reduce next month’s order by 500 is not 1/500, but zero. Or suppose you
know the store will sell between 9,600 and 9,900 chickens in a month unless a shock occurs,
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in which case any level is equally probable, and there is a 99 percent probability no shock
occurs. Then, you have a 1/500 probability of causing the store to order 500 fewer chickens
if a shock occurs, but only a 1/50,000 probability of doing so overall.
These examples demonstrate that expected impact can come apart from average
impact, and so defeat any a priori argument that the two must converge: it is possible that
vegans are on average impactful, yet the expected impact of one vegan is very low. The
question therefore becomes whether, empirically, we find this divergence. Skeptics argue that
we do not, because consumers lack the crucial information about thresholds and trends
generating the result in the above case. Absent such information, slack makes no difference to
expected impact. Suppose you are in the same store, but you have no idea where thresholds
lie or what consumer trends are like. Then, you should estimate that you are just as likely to
reduce demand to a threshold value as you are to reduce it to any other level. So, if thresholds
occur every N choices, the probability you hit a threshold is 1/N. And this remains true even
if you know there is lots of slack in the animal agriculture industry. More slack implies that the
distance between thresholds is larger, not that your expected impact is lower: it implies that N
is larger, not that you have less than a 1/N probability of hitting a threshold.14
But this is too quick. Even absent information about the location of thresholds or
consumer trends, consumers might nevertheless know that the probability they reduce
demand to precisely some threshold level is lower than 1/N, because there is some correlation
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between thresholds and consumer demand.15 For example, suppose the grocery store decided
how many chickens to purchase this month based on its projection of how many it would sell,
and it will only change its future orders if this projection proves far off. Then, if the grocery
store’s projection is fairly reliable—larger errors in its projection are much less probable than
smaller ones—the probability this projection is far off will be much lower than the probability
it is approximately right. So you are not just as likely to reduce demand to the far off threshold
level that makes the store change its future orders as you are to reduce it to any other level.
The probability you hit the threshold is much less than 1/N.
Proponents of the causal inefficacy objection argue that this is relevantly analogous to
the position real consumers find themselves in.16 Grocery stores lose customers who see empty
cases, so they have an incentive to over-purchase animal products.17 This is partly why they
produce so much waste—in the US, for example, a lower-end estimate suggests that grocery
stores throw away 4.5 percent of fresh meat.18 Since demand fluctuates from month to month,
grocery stores have a further incentive to tolerate significant variation in sales without
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adjusting their order, rather than trying to “fine tune” their order and risk under-purchasing,
leaving their customers unhappy.19 So they have strong incentives to adopt ordering strategies
much like in our example. They make projections with some margin of error, such that only
large divergences from their projections (signaling a change in market trends) but not minor
fluctuations lead them to change their plans. As our stylized case shows, this can be enough
to reduce a consumer’s expected impact.
Indeed, the problem may be worse in the real world, because similar dynamics arise at
each link of the supply chain—the effects of which can compound rapidly to drive down
expected impact. Not only do grocery stores and restaurants tolerate waste and variations in
demand when deciding how much to purchase from their distributor, so does their distributor
when deciding how much to buy from their processor, and so on. Unsurprisingly, then, there
is a huge amount of slack in real world supply chains. For example, in North America and
Oceania, a whopping thirteen percent of meat initially produced on farms is wasted while
working its way down the supply chain to the consumer.20
All this suggests that one’s expected impact may be considerably lower than
proponents of the expected value argument assume. Of course, just how low is hard to say:
the failure of any a priori argument that expected impact equals average impact means that this
depends on controversial claims about messy empirical reality. Here, Norwood and Lusk’s
above figures on elasticity are often cited as showing that individuals have a high expected
impact.21 But this is a misinterpretation, as these figures only refer to average impact, and
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Norwood’s stated view is that “for all practical purposes, expected effects are impossible to
determine.”22 Any confident assertion that a typical consumer’s expected impact is high
enough relative to the cost of going vegan to ground an obligation to do so therefore strikes
us as overconfident. This either defeats the standard argument for ethical veganism—which
relies on the premise that individuals have a high expected impact—or, depending on where
one places the burden of proof, at least leaves the defender and critic of ethical veganism at a
stalemate, as far as the standard argument is concerned.23 But we need not settle for a draw.
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Controversy about expected impact leaves untouched the (comparatively) uncontroversial
claim that vegans have a huge collective impact on reducing animal suffering both absolutely
and relative to the cost of going vegan. Intuitively, this should be enough to ground an
obligation to go vegan, regardless of whether individual vegans have a significant expected
impact. Can some other account explain why?

4. Toward a Solution
We began with the idea that the suffering of animals on factory farms somehow grounds an
obligation to abstain from animal products. The simplest view is that we should go vegan
because this reduces suffering, but this runs into the causal inefficacy objection. Many ethical
vegans have therefore retreated to the idea that we should go vegan even if this fails to reduce
animal suffering, because our dietary choices bear some other relation to animal suffering. A
typical view appeals to complicity. The animal agriculture industry produces tremendous
suffering. Participating in it makes one wrongfully complicit.
Standard objections to complicity views challenge their explanations of either why
omnivores are complicit or why complicity is wrong. For example, suppose we understand
complicity causally, in terms of an individual’s expected impact on the maintenance of factory
farming, or expressively, in terms of what eating animals conveys—say, approval of factory
farming or callous disregard for animal suffering.24 The causal inefficacy objection challenges
the view that omnivores are causally complicit.25 And those convinced by the causal inefficacy
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objection need not be expressively complicit either: they might abhor factory farming, and feel
for the suffering of animals, yet consume animal products because they believe this makes no
difference.26 Or suppose we understand complicity extractively, in terms of benefiting from
wrongdoing.27 Omnivores are plausibly extractively complicit, but there are many counterexamples to the view that benefiting from wrongdoing is wrong. To take just one: it does not
seem wrong to benefit from medical procedures that were developed through wrongful
experimentation.28
We are sympathetic to these objections, but rather than fortifying them against
potential rejoinders, we focus on a more general problem. The puzzle the causal inefficacy
objection raises is that while vegans collectively reduce animal suffering, it is hard to see why
individuals are obligated to join in if no individual has a significant impact. An adequate
solution to this puzzle should provide some way of connecting individuals’ obligations to go
vegan with the collective reduction of animal suffering, rather than rendering this reduction
irrelevant. Complicity views cannot do this, since they sever the connection between the
obligation to go vegan and the reduction of animal suffering altogether: we would still be
wrongfully complicit, on such views, even if no number of vegans could successfully reduce
animal suffering. But vegans do collectively reduce animal suffering, and an argument for
ethical veganism can and should take advantage of this fact.
The importance of tying our obligation to go vegan to vegans’ collective impact comes
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out clearly when we consider another view about why eating some animal products is wrong
even if individuals are causally inefficacious. This is that it is wrong to consume products
whose production essentially involves harm, regardless of our causal relation to that
production.29 On this view, it is permissible to eat animal products—say, milk—that can be
produced painlessly, even if their actual production involves suffering. But it is wrong to eat
products that are essentially harmful in the sense that they cannot be produced without
suffering, even if refraining from them does not reduce this harm.
This account is problematic. Suppose a new technology allows us to produce meat via
a device that extracts flesh from animals before immediately repairing their bodies without
causing any suffering. Since this renders harm no longer essential to the production of meat,
its development should, on this account, result in the consumption of meat transforming from
impermissible to permissible—even if the technology is never used. This is implausible. If
meat were produced via this futuristic technology, this would render eating meat morally
unproblematic (on grounds of animal suffering), but the mere existence of this technology
lacks such significance. The lesson is that our moral obligations depend on the actual harm
and suffering caused by animal production, rather than this harm’s essentiality. More carefully,
they depend on the extent to which vegans collectively reduce this harm.
To drive this point home, suppose that producing bacon causes the same amount of
suffering as producing chicken wings, but (due to differences in their supply chains) no
number of individuals refraining from chicken wings would make any difference to this
suffering while relatively small numbers refraining from bacon would make a significant
difference. Then, intuitively, even if no individual makes a difference, we have stronger reasons
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to refrain from bacon than to refrain from wings. And, crucially, this holds regardless of which
essentially involves more harm, or which makes us more complicit.
A final view that accommodates this insight holds that individuals have reasons to help
bring about valuable outcomes, such as the reduction of animal suffering, even when
individual participation makes no difference.30 This view relies on a non-standard definition
of helping, on which an individual helps bring about an outcome when their action plays a
“non-superfluous” causal role in its production. An action counts as “non-superfluous” when
it is possible both for it to be part of the cause of that outcome and for the outcome to fail to
come about because not enough people perform actions of that type. So we have reasons to
help in such cases, and our reasons to help more impactful collectives are stronger.31
Unlike the other views on offer, this view successfully connects reasons to go vegan
with the reduction of animal suffering. Individuals have reasons to help reduce animal suffering.
But we worry that it ultimately leaves such reasons unexplained. It is uncontroversial that we
have reasons to help bring about outcomes if “helping” is interpreted in its everyday sense,
which involves making a causal difference. But the view in question uses “helping” (and
associated notions like “non-superfluous”) as terms of art. And reasons to “help” in this
special sense do not automatically inherit the credentials of reasons to help in the everyday
sense. Absent some further explanation of why we have such reasons, then, this view appears
to relocate rather than solve our puzzle: why do individuals have reasons to “help” if no
instance of helping makes a difference? A more satisfying and complete view would provide
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this further explanation.32 We develop such a view now.

5. The Anti-Free Riding Argument
We have seen that an adequate reply to the causal inefficacy objection should hold onto the
idea that our obligation to go vegan is somehow related to the reduction of animal suffering.
Specifically, it should tie our obligation to go vegan to the collective impact of vegans, even if
no individual makes a difference. Thankfully, morality provides us with just the connection
we need. In many contexts, it is wrong to free ride on the collective production of important
goods. Since the reduction of animal suffering is one such good that vegans collectively
produce, those who consume animal products free ride, and this is what makes their
consumption decisions wrong. We have moral obligations not only to reduce animal suffering
through our own actions, but also to participate in rather than free ride on collective endeavors
that have this impact. The causal inefficacy objection suggests that going vegan may not be an
effective way to discharge the former obligation, but it leaves the latter untouched. This
explains why we should go vegan.
There is much disagreement about how exactly to formulate the moral requirement
not to free ride, but there is also widespread agreement that some such requirement applies in
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paradigm cases. It is a crucial feature of these cases that free riding is wrong even if individual
instances of free riding make no difference. For example, many explain why we should pay to
ride public transportation—rather than literally riding for free—by appeal to the wrongness
of free riding. Although our own measly fare is unlikely to impact the public transit system,
the system would cease to function if nobody paid to ride. Since anybody could equally help
themselves to the justification that their participation makes no difference, allowing that this
provides a genuine exemption from paying would preclude us from the good of public
transportation. Morality helps us overcome this problem by denying that this is a genuine
exemption and demanding that we pay our fare even if this makes no difference. This, if
nothing else, is what seems right about Kantian approaches to morality: we ought not to make
an exception of ourselves, at least in cases where anyone else could make the same exception,
and where granting this exception would preclude the production of an important good.33
It is true that paradigmatic cases of wrongful free riding involve free riding on the
collective production of what economists call a public good: a (non-excludable, non-rivalrous)
good that benefits the free rider rather than some third party. It is because I benefit from
riding public transit that I should contribute my fare; those who do not ride public transit are
not guilty of free riding. This might seem to render the case of reducing animal suffering
disanalogous from standard cases of wrongful free riding: it is animals rather than vegans who
benefit from the collective action of vegans. We address this worry in two steps.
The first step is to note that those who acknowledge the great importance of reducing
animal suffering do derive value from the actions of vegans. To put things, again, as
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economists might: those who value the reduction of animal suffering would be willing to pay
some monetary cost to reduce it, and so benefit from its reduction, at least in the broad sense
of “benefit” that is relevant here. Indeed, there are many familiar examples of public goods
whose production you should not free ride on, even though they benefit you not in the narrow
sense that they further your self-interest, but in the broad sense that they further what you
care about or prefer to achieve. Common examples include poverty reduction and herd
immunity against illnesses that do not threaten you (assuming you care about others’ welfare
and health). In fact, certain governments, such as the UK’s, explicitly identify animal welfare
as a public good given widespread preferences for improved animal welfare.34 It is similarly
common to treat animal welfare as a public good in economic analyses.35
For those who recognize the great value of reducing animal suffering on factory farms,
then, the anti-free riding argument succeeds. Reducing animal suffering is an important public
good, and it is a familiar feature of such goods that we should not free ride on their collective
production even if our own contribution makes no difference.
This conclusion is already significant. Dialectically, the causal inefficacy objection is
mounted by those who acknowledge the great importance of reducing animal suffering, and
so would acknowledge an obligation to go vegan if individuals were causally efficacious. Our
argument implies that anyone in this camp should go vegan, so it responds to the causal
inefficacy objection in the dialectical context in which it typically appears.
But this may seem unsatisfying. The standard argument for ethical veganism defends
the stronger conclusion that one has an obligation to go vegan regardless of whether one cares
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about animal suffering. And it seems odd to accept our weaker conclusion that those who care
about animal suffering have this obligation without also accepting the stronger one. After all,
to claim otherwise is to allow that individuals can duck their moral obligations—in this case,
not to purchase or consume animal products—simply by failing to care (or not caring enough)
about what they morally ought to care about—in this case, animal suffering. Morality,
however, should not let such callousness get us off the hook. If those who care about animal
suffering have an obligation to go vegan, then so too should those who do not.
The second step of our argument bridges the gap between the weaker and the stronger
conclusion. The most straightforward route appeals to the idea that callousness cannot
extinguish obligations. The argument is simple. The first step of our anti-free riding argument
establishes that those who care about animal suffering should go vegan. But, we now add,
callous indifference to animal suffering cannot absolve one of such an obligation. So one must
have an obligation to go vegan regardless of whether one cares about animal suffering. More
generally, if callousness does not exempt one from moral obligations, then the existence of an
obligation not to free ride on the collective production of goods one cares about implies an
associated obligation not to free ride on the collective production of goods one morally ought
to care about, in the sense that not caring about them would exhibit the moral failing of
(perhaps among other things) callousness. In other words, it implies a general obligation not
to free ride on the collective production of goods that we either care about or morally ought
to care about. And this general obligation entails the stronger conclusion that one should go
vegan regardless of whether one cares about animal suffering.
This anti-callousness argument is difficult to resist. Given the weaker conclusion that
those who care about animal suffering have an obligation not to free ride on collective
endeavors that reduce it, one can block it only by insisting that callousness can absolve one of
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this obligation. But this is implausible. In the individual case, it would be a non-starter for
someone to claim that they are not obligated to produce a morally important good simply
because they do not care about it. And it seems equally bizarre to allow that simply not caring
about a morally important good can absolve one of an obligation to participate in a collective
endeavor to produce it. If callousness does not exempt us of obligations in individual cases,
then it should not do so in collective cases either. “I do not care about the suffering of others,”
is no better a justification for failing to participate in collective endeavors that reduce suffering
than it is for failing to reduce suffering through one’s own actions.
Our approach so far has been to argue from the widely acknowledged obligation not
to free ride on the collective production of public goods to a similar obligation not to free ride
on the collective production of morally important goods. We now strengthen our case for the
existence of this latter obligation—first, by drawing out a counterintuitive implication of
rejecting it, and, second, by noting that most moral theories converge on it.
First, in the absence of this obligation, morality would include a counterintuitive
loophole absolving individuals of their obligations to participate in collective action in cases
where no individual makes a difference, even though (i) the group is successfully producing a
morally important good, (ii) the group is only able to produce this good because its members
participate despite their individual inefficacy, and (iii) individuals would be obligated to
participate if the group produced the same benefit but through a different causal mechanism
that rendered each individual causally efficacious. But we submit that morality does not have
loopholes. Much as in the case of riding public transit, morality does not grant us permission
to free ride when that permission would be equally available to everyone, and where granting
it would preclude the creation of an important good.
To make the counterintuitiveness of this loophole vivid, note that, if it existed, morally
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motivated agents could be manipulated by bad actors in a peculiar way. Suppose that advances
in technology reduce slack to the point that every dietary choice makes a significant causal
difference. In this world, morally motivated individuals (who otherwise prefer omnivorism)
go vegan to reduce animal suffering by their individual actions, driving factory farms to the
brink of viability. Realizing their error, factory farmers hatch a devious plot: they will exploit
the loophole by reintroducing slack into the system, rendering individual dietary choices again
inefficacious. This has no effect on the collective impact agents have on reducing animal
suffering, but, assuming the loophole in question exists, it removes any obligation to go vegan.
The factory farmers’ plot succeeds. Morally motivated agents resume consuming animal
products, and so cease reducing animal suffering.36
We think it clear that something has gone wrong in this story. Morality should not
include a loophole allowing bad actors to manipulate morally motivated agents in this way:
changes to individual efficacy should not lead morally motivated agents to stop participating
in morally important collective action that is efficacious at the group level. An obligation not
to free ride is exactly the right shape to plug this loophole. So morality must include one.37
Second, although our argument has proceeded at the intuitive level, we may strengthen
it by noting that most moral theories converge in endorsing an obligation not to free ride on
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the collective production of morally important goods. Most obviously, pluralistic
deontologists may accept this obligation as a foundational duty, or as one grounded in a
requirement of fairness. Indeed, the most influential and well-developed account of free riding
holds that free riding on the collective production of both public and morally important goods
is unfair, and so wrong, for the same reason: roughly, because both involve exempting oneself
from an obligation in a context where the production of a good requires individuals not to
exempt themselves in this way.38
Other moral theories accommodate the same obligation.39 For example, ruleconsequentialists will ground it in its good consequences, because individuals adhering to it
produces better outcomes. Contractualists will agree, holding that no one can reasonably reject
this obligation, since its rejection would place larger burdens on those who would otherwise
benefit from the production of such goods.40 Virtue theorists will ground an obligation not to
free ride in the virtue, say, of being “cooperative,” where cooperative people are willing to join
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in morally important collective endeavors.41 It is only orthodox act-consequentialists who
cannot accommodate this obligation; but that is unsurprising.
An obligation not to free ride on the collective production of morally important goods
generally, and so on the collective reduction of animal suffering specifically, therefore stands
on firm ground. Shortly, we will consider some challenges to our claim that this obligation
implies that we must go vegan, which will require us to qualify our view. But first we clarify
our position by addressing three unsuccessful objections.

6. Clarifying the Position
The first objection comes from those sympathetic to our conclusion yet skeptical that our
argument provides the right explanation of why it is wrong to purchase and consume animal
products. The anti-free riding argument suggests that we are obligated to go vegan because it
is wrong to free ride on vegans. Animals, here, seem oddly missing from the story.
It is true that our explanation of why one should go vegan is that, otherwise, one is
free riding on vegans. But the anti-free riding argument still accommodates the intuitive sense
in which a concern for animals ultimately grounds this obligation, because there remains the
further question of why it is wrong to free ride on vegans. And our answer is that this is wrong
because vegans are collectively producing a morally important good: the reduction of animal
suffering. If animal suffering were morally unimportant, or if vegans were failing collectively
to reduce it, the anti-free riding argument would not succeed. Our explanation of why it is
wrong to purchase and consume animal products therefore essentially refers to the moral
importance of reducing animal suffering. Although it would be theoretically neater to claim
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that individuals should go vegan to reduce animal suffering by their own actions, the causal
inefficacy objection calls this into doubt. Our account therefore provides exactly what we set
out to provide: a plausible way of grounding an obligation to go vegan in the moral importance
of reducing animal suffering. Animals are not missing from the story; they take center stage.
A second objection concerns cost. We only have obligations not to free ride, the
thought goes, when we can do so at relatively low cost. We are happy to grant this. But this is
unsurprising; proponents of ethical veganism nearly universally acknowledge that the
obligation to go vegan does not apply to those for whom veganism would be especially costly.
With the exception of those for whom veganism poses a serious economic burden, or those
who have a relevant medical condition, however, this limitation does little work. Indeed,
despite common misconceptions, a vegan diet is cheaper for most people in high- and uppermiddle income countries.42 It is more healthy than typical omnivorous diets.43 And vegans do
not lead worse lives in general, at least as far as their (self-reported) subjective well-being is
concerned.44 Real hardship may justify omnivorism, just as it may justify those in severe
poverty sneaking onto public transit and riding for free. But most people reading this paper
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are lucky enough not to have this justification available.
We return to cost in the next section, but for now consider a third objection: that the
strength of our reason not to free ride depends on how many others are participating. The
worry is that if almost no one is participating in the production of some good, then one’s
reason to participate is weaker, and may not generate an obligation. And since vegans are a
small minority, this might seem to undermine the anti-free riding argument.
There is something to this thought. In many cases, the fact that very few are
participating in collective action extinguishes our obligation not to free ride. Consider an
analogous case. Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, “social distancing” was encouraged as a
method for slowing the spread of the virus. Certain models, however, suggested that social
distancing is only beneficial when nearly universally practiced.45 If this is correct, then under
conditions where social distancing was nowhere near, and was never likely to reach, this level,
individuals did not seem to have an obligation to social distance (grounded in the wrong of
free riding). Since individuals engaged in social distancing were failing to reduce virus
transmission, others were not wrongfully free riding by failing to do so. The lesson is that one
cannot free ride on the production of a good if too few are participating to produce that good,
or perhaps if one does not anticipate that enough will eventually participate.
The same example can, however, be repurposed to more constructive ends. Other
models of social distancing suggest that even though no individual makes a significant
difference, the more who engage in social distancing the better: fifty percent of people social
distancing reduces virus transmission more than forty percent, which reduces it more than
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thirty percent, and so on. On these models, social distancing produces not a “binary” (or
single-step) good but a “multi-step” good. The good is not all or nothing, only kicking in at,
say, seventy percent of people social distancing. Rather, small numbers of people social
distancing produce the good of reduced virus transmission to some degree, and increases in
people social distancing result in this good being produced to a greater degree if those increases
are sufficiently large.
If these latter models are correct, then, intuitively, we did have an obligation to social
distance grounded in the wrong of free riding, even when, say, only twenty-five percent of
people were doing so (at least assuming the collective benefits were worth the cost). What
matters is not the total number or proportion of people who are participating in the
production of a good, but whether enough are participating to collectively make a significant
difference—and perhaps whether further increases in participation will, at some point, pass
some further threshold or “step” that results in even greater production of the good.
As we have seen, the reduction of animal suffering is a multi-step good in the same
way. Even if no individual vegan makes a difference, large enough increases in decisions to
abstain from animal products do. So the fact that there are few vegans does not imply that we
lack an obligation not to free ride on them, so long as they are genuinely reducing animal
suffering. Our obligation not to free ride on the collective production of multi-step goods
does not extinguish because only a small minority are participating. It only extinguishes when
too few are participating to make any difference at all.46
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According to a 2018 Gallup poll, approximately three percent of individuals in the US
(where veganism is not especially popular) self-identify as vegans.47 This strongly suggests that
vegans are indeed making a collective difference: as we have argued, although the supply chain
for animal products may be insensitive to individual decisions, it is highly sensitive to macrolevel market trends. As further evidence of this, consider how many more vegan products are
available at restaurants and grocery stores than there used to be. It follows by the anti-free
riding argument that it is wrong to free ride on vegans’ reduction of animal suffering, even if
ninety-seven percent of people in the US are guilty of doing so.

7. Wiggling Out of Veganism
This brings us to an important issue we have bracketed so far. We have framed our discussion
as an argument that we have an obligation to go vegan, rather than to modify our choices in
related ways. But have we really earned this conclusion? There are four worries to consider.

further imply that we are never obligated to initiate novel forms of collective action. We may
very well have such an obligation for some other reason, say, due to the expected impact (via
the unusually large “indirect effects”) of starting a new movement. But, crucially, the actions
required to initiate collective action often differ from those required not to free ride on
ongoing collective endeavors—for example, going vegan may, but need not, be an effective
way to start a movement to reduce animal suffering (compare Cullity, Concern, Respect, and
Cooperation, ch. 3). So it is an advantage of our account that it does not treat the two cases
identically. (And, if one disagrees, one may modify our account to say that we also have an
obligation not to free ride on potential morally important goods.)
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The first worry is that our argument relies on the moral significance of animal
suffering, and therefore cannot explain why purchasing and consuming animal products from
humane, suffering-free farms is objectionable. As we have noted, however, the overwhelming
majority of animal products in the US and much of the world come from factory farms. And
there are reasons to doubt whether allegedly humane farms are genuinely humane: a 2012
report from the Animal Welfare Institute, for example, suggested that production methods on
US chicken farms certified by the US Department of Agriculture as “superior” for animal
welfare “are not materially different from conventional production methods,” and that
standards are very laxly enforced.48 Many ethical vegans therefore argue that, in practice, there
is hardly any difference between buying whatever animal products one pleases and only buying
animal products that are produced in allegedly humane environments. But there may be
exceptions, and some certifications do seem more reliable than others. Indeed, The Animal
Welfare Institute has more recently published a useful guide of which animal welfare food
labels are trustworthy and which are misleading.49
Here, there remain further questions about the morality of raising and slaughtering
animals, even painlessly, and about what this implies about the morality of buying animal
products from genuinely humane farms. On views on which painlessly killing animals is bad
(say, because this violates rights), we can construct a structurally parallel anti-free riding
argument against purchasing and consuming animal products from humane farms. This
argument, however, will be weaker in force, since those who purchase meat from humane
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farms are free riding only on the reduction of animal deaths, rather than on the reduction of
both deaths and suffering. But whether it is bad for animals to be painlessly slaughtered is
much less obvious than whether animal suffering is bad, and we will not investigate the
question further here.
A second worry is that our argument runs together purchasing and consuming animal
products, but it might seem only to establish an obligation not to purchase them. It might
leave dumpster diving or eating dumpster-bound leftovers permissible, since even widespread
engagement in such activities does not increase demand for animal products.
We are unsure about this. Perhaps individuals who publicly abstain from eating free
animal products significantly contribute, as a group, to the reduction of animal suffering
through their influence on others’ dietary choices or through helping to dismantle a broader
ideology of “carnism” that upholds factory farming.50 Or perhaps individuals who abstain
from consuming animal products in private are less likely to purchase animal products in the
future, and so collectively have a larger impact.51 Again, we are unsure. These are the sort of
empirical questions that the anti-free riding argument requires us to attend to. Like the
standard argument, it makes our reasons to refrain from animal products contingent on facts
about the empirical consequences of our dietary choices—only it focuses us on the effects of
groups rather than individuals, and requires us not to free ride on efficacious groups.
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This brings us to the third way our argument may fall short. Vegans are not the only
ones who collectively reduce animal suffering. So too, say, do vegetarians. At first glance, our
argument suggests no principled case for going vegetarian rather than vegan since dairy cows
and chickens raised for eggs suffer on factory farms. Nevertheless, we may consider
vegetarianism one strategy of reducing one’s use of animal products, akin to other strategies
like adhering to Meatless Mondays, Veganuary, or just trying to eat less meat. And it is not
obvious that our argument establishes an obligation to go vegan rather than merely to reduce.
Now, the anti-free riding argument does suggest that we have stronger reasons to go
vegan rather than to reduce: reducetarians, after all, free ride on vegans, whereas the reverse is
not true.52 So in the absence of weighty countervailing reasons to reduce rather than to go
vegan, deriving from the greater cost of veganism, the anti-free riding argument suggests that
we must go vegan. And it might seem like such reasons are unavailable, since, as we have
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argued, veganism is not excessively costly, at least for most healthy and affluent people.
Yet this is too quick. The claim we defended above is that the difference in cost
between going vegan and failing to participate in the collective reduction of animal suffering
is insufficient to outweigh our reasons to participate, which derive their strength from the large
collective impact of vegans on reducing animal suffering. But this leaves open the possibility
that veganism is excessively costly when compared to some forms of reducing, even for
healthy and affluent people, since veganism might be significantly more costly than reducing
yet have little additional collective impact.
For example, suppose that someone finds it somewhat costly to go vegan, but almost
costless to eat largely vegan while allowing themselves some wiggle room, say, in certain social
contexts or when traveling. If the difference in the collective impact of strict veganism and
wiggly veganism is low but the difference in cost between the two is relatively significant, then
perhaps they are justified in being wiggly vegan. Similarly, if the difference in collective impact
between veganism and vegetarianism is low, but one finds it much less costly to eliminate meat
but not eggs and cheese from one’s diet, then perhaps merely going vegetarian is justified.
We find it plausible that some are justified in going less than strictly vegan for such
reasons. But this concession is not as significant as it might seem. If one can eliminate the bulk
of the cost of going vegan by building in some wiggle room, then this may be justified, but
this provides no license for failing to go vegan outside narrowly tailored cases. For example,
if one finds veganism costly because one’s social life is organized around meals with nonvegan family and friends, then, even granting that the significance of such social costs permits
one wiggle room in social situations, it provides no justification for eating animal products
when alone or in social contexts where vegan options are available.
So while it is hard to say precisely how “wiggly” any individual may be, we have not
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yet found a challenge to our claim that most of us are obligated to significantly reduce our
consumption of animal products. Our discussion has assumed, however, that strict vegans are
collectively more impactful than reducetarians, such that we have stronger reasons to be strict.
But the opposite may hold, if the latter more often inspire others to join the cause, say, because
strict veganism tends to turn others off.53 If so, reducetarianism may be morally preferable.
Fourth and finally, consider the possibility that one might discharge one’s obligation
not to free ride without altering one’s dietary choices at all. Suppose someone generously
donates their money or time to animal welfare charities or activism. Does the anti-free riding
argument imply that they must also go vegan (or reducetarian)? Or have they already done
everything required of them to discharge their obligation not to free ride?
In fact, the worry is more general. We have defended an obligation to alter one’s dietary
choices as an implication of a general obligation not to free ride on the collective production
of morally important goods. But an obligation not to free ride on all relevant collective
endeavors might seem overly demanding, even if participating in any particular endeavor is
not. This suggests that we might have latitude about not only how to participate in the
collective reduction of animal suffering, but also whether to participate in this or some other
collective endeavor when discharging our general obligation not to free ride.54 Put another
way, it might seem implausible that each group can obligate everyone to devote themselves to
their cause, simply by initiating effective collective action in its pursuit.55
This raises deep questions about morality’s demandingness that we cannot fully
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address here. But there are, broadly speaking, three relevant sorts of views. The first is an
extremely demanding view, on which moral demands “iterate.” If particular demands are not
too costly, then we must meet each of them, even if the demands add up to something highly
costly in aggregate. On this view, we are obligated to go vegan (or reducetarian) since this,
considered on its own, is not too costly. So, too, are we obligated to participate in every other
way and in every other cause, so long as each additional form of participation, considered on
its own, is not too costly.
But less demanding conceptions of morality can also ground an obligation to go vegan
or reducetarian. Consider a moderately demanding conception that factors in the “aggregate”
cost of various demands, but with further provisos. For example, perhaps morality cannot
demand so much of us, in aggregate, that we are left unable to lead a flourishing and
autonomous life, with various personal projects and commitments. But it demands that when
choosing between projects, we opt for morally preferable ones when the resulting package of
projects does not leave us significantly worse off or conflict with core commitments (including
to our loved ones). This is rough, and the devil is in the details.56 But views of this type will
generally imply that we must participate in the collective reduction of animal suffering. Since
one must eat regardless of how else one spends one’s time, and since we have seen that
veganism is cheaper and so leaves one with more resources than omnivorism without
undermining one’s (subjective) well-being, adding veganism (or reducetarianism) to one’s
portfolio of projects is clearly compatible with leading a good life full of other projects and
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commitments. 57 This represents a disanalogy with many other forms of activism, the addition
of which would threaten to swallow up one’s time and resources and so one’s other projects
and commitments.
Finally, consider mildly demanding conceptions of morality on which one must pay
some aggregate cost, and that is all. On such views, we are not obligated to go vegan or
reducetarian, so long as we meet the relevant cost threshold in other domains of life. However,
even here it is implausible that we have absolute latitude or equally strong reasons to participate
in any way and in any cause. For example, we intuitively have weaker reasons to donate to less
important causes and in less (collectively) effective ways. And our reasons to participate in the
collective reduction of animal suffering are plausibly very strong, even if not uniquely so. In
the first place, veganism—or at least reducetarianism—is unusually collectively cost-effective,
in the sense that it is low cost at the individual level but produces a massive benefit at the
collective level. There are few other cases, if any, where individuals can sacrifice so little to
collectively do so much.58 Second, when it comes to reducing animal suffering, there is, so to
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speak, no neutral option. It is not as if the only alternative to joining in a collective endeavor,
say, to reduce domestic violence, is to (individually or collectively) produce domestic violence.
Most of us do neither. But in the case of reducing animal suffering, neutrality is not an option.
Some collectively produce animal suffering; others collectively reduce it. One must pick a side.
Both considerations suggest that our reasons to participate in the reduction of animal suffering
are uncommonly strong.
So, on extremely and moderately demanding conceptions of morality, we are obligated
to go vegan or reducetarian; on mildly demanding conceptions, we have strong reasons to do
so. Or, at the very least, we have strong reasons to avoid purchasing factory-farmed products.
Whether we should also avoid consuming animal products or purchasing suffering-free animal
products—and how strict about this we should be—depends on how we answer the difficult
empirical and normative questions we have raised in this section but cannot hope to resolve
here. Instead, we end with three pragmatic considerations.
The first is that we generally have stronger reasons to avoid animal products for which
similar reductions of demand would trigger greater reductions in suffering, and this can yield
unintuitive results. For example, avoiding eggs plausibly has a larger collective impact than
avoiding beef or pork, since chickens raised for eggs are more abused and less efficient than

223 (which Shahar, Why It’s OK to Eat Meat, 107n.14 approvingly cites on this point). Further,
as we have noted, one can, if necessary, reduce social friction through allowing certain
exceptions, and, as we will discuss shortly, one can reduce the cost of moral deliberation by
adopting simple rules. This leaves transition costs and pleasure. But such costs, though they
may loom large in the minds of omnivores, are small in comparison to the long-term
(collective) benefits of maintaining vegan or reducetarian diets.
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beef cattle or pigs (as measured in animals per calorie produced), and since the supply chain
for chicken and eggs is more elastic.59 The second is that it is typically easier to consistently
follow simple, rigid rules than vague or highly complex ones.60 This does not bear on how
strictly one should abstain from animal products, but it does suggest that a policy of, say, never
purchasing animal products at grocery stores, going vegetarian, or eliminating chicken and
eggs, may be better than a policy of “eating less meat.”61 Adopting rigid rules that do not
require deliberation on a case-by-case basis may also eliminate certain costs of reducing
consumption, since many find it costly to treat what they previously saw as the “morally free”
zone of dietary choices as a domain that now requires moral deliberation.62 The third is that,
given our tendency to manifest a self-serving bias when engaging in moral reasoning, it may
be that we should err on the side of adopting stricter policies. Those who enjoy eating animal

59

See MacAskill, “Effective Reducetarianism,” 70, who argues that the three “most effective

way[s] to reduce animal suffering [are] to stop eating chicken, then eggs, then pork.” The issue
is complicated by other negative consequences of animal agriculture, such as greenhouse gas
emissions, which cattle disproportionately produce. But for an argument that animal
agriculture has much larger welfare effects on animals than its emissions have on humans
(drawing on climate economic models of the social cost of carbon), see Kuruc and McFadden,
“Monetizing the Externalities of Animal Agriculture.”
60

61

E.g., John and Sebo, “Consequentialism and Nonhuman Animals,” 574-575.
Rothgerber, “Can You Have Your Meat and Eat It Too?” finds that, compared to

vegetarians, “conscientious omnivores” report both greater difficulty following their diet and
more frequent violations of it.
62

On this cost, see again Shahar, Why It’s OK to Eat Meat, 116.
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products can easily convince themselves that there is nothing wrong with doing so, and those
of us trained in analytic philosophy are especially good at coming up with rationalizations of
this choice.63
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